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1 of 1 review helpful Endlessly Fascinating Useful By Steven B Howery Siegfried Sassoon was an infantry officer s 
infantry officer Decorated for his courage under fire he nonetheless felt the hopelessness and tragedy of battle This 
classic autobiography and it is despite his protestations is a fine edition for anyone that wants to understand the man 
behind the poetry It is worthwhile reading for the soldier his The second volume in Siegfried Sassoon rsquo s beloved 
trilogy The Complete Memoirs of George Sherston with a new introduction by celebrated historian Paul FussellA 
highly decorated English soldier and an acclaimed poet and novelist Siegfried Sassoon won fame for his trilogy of 
fictionalized autobiographies that wonderfully capture the vanishing idylls of Edwardian England and the brutal 
realities of war The second volume of Siegfried Sas A book of deep beauty and abiding significance A book which 
will I hope and believe be read by millions mdash Harold Nicholson Those who in future really want to understand the 
atmosphere of the years 1916 and 1917 and the conditions of life will tu 
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